
 

If you have been searching for ways to fix network connection errors, then the following blog post will help you finally find a
solution to your troubles. In this article, I will demonstrate how to use a mac to debug why your network connection is not
working. You can also skip ahead and just follow my instructions on how I used a computer that has been connected with the
internet for example purposes. Although these instructions may seem simple enough, they can be quite helpful if you're stumped
as to what exactly is going wrong with your internet connection. I made sure to create two different remote desktop connections
for this article, one with network access and the other without internet. After each remote connection was established, I used my
mac to check the network settings on each instance of windows, where I found that the primary difference between these
instances was their IP configurations. Once I figured out that the first instance of Windows that I had created had a wrong IP
configuration. Thus, I was able to use that information to configure my second Windows instance correctly without even having
to use another computer. After I had correctly configured my second Windows instance, which is the reason why I have not
included any screenshots in this article. Once I made sure that both instances of Windows running RDP on the same computer
were configured correctly with their correct IP settings, I was able to test my internet connection using both the remote desktop
connections. When I tested each connection separately, I found that each of them would connect to websites but there was no
audio or video streaming provided. At this point, I used my mac to confirm that my internet session was created properly by
locating my local IP address. After confirming that my IP addresses had been recorded properly, I logged into both remote
instances of Windows and made sure that I was connected to the internet. I then tried to test my audio and video streaming by
accessing websites such as live.com and iheart.com. To make sure that the internet was functioning properly now, I made sure to
look at the results from those websites, which I confirmed from my mac as well as from the remote instances of windows
running RDP on this computer. With my network connection working now, I can now focus on how to display a text message on
a monitor using a mac screen sharing monitor session with RDP connections only enabled on one monitor. I created my first
session, where I turned on my Remote Desktop Connection Sharing. I dropped onto the desktop of the computer that was
running Windows 10 with RDP enabled for displaying at least one RDP window at all times. Then I started screen sharing with
the second instance of Windows, which is what you can see in the picture below. Once this was done, I made sure that both
instances of Windows were displaying properly on their screens. Then, I ran a screen capture program on my mac and used it to
take a screenshot of the remote session that had been using RDP With no audio or video streaming working, so probably
because there is no audio or video streaming hardware present on this computer.
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